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Abstract

The increasing use of digital systems to support learning leads to a growth in data regarding both learning processes and related contexts. Learning Analytics offers critical insights from these data, through an innovative combination of tools and techniques. In this paper, we explore students’ activities in a MOOC from the perspective of personal constructivism, which we operationalized as a combination of learning behaviour and learning progress. This study considers students’ data analyzed as per the MOOC Process Mining: Data Science in Action. We explore the relation between learning behaviour and learning progress in MOOCs, with the purpose to gain insight into how passing and failing students distribute their activities differently along the course weeks, rather than predict students’ grades from their activities. Commonly-studied aggregated counts of activities, specific course item counts, and order of activities were examined with cluster analyses, means analyses, and process mining techniques. We found four meaningful clusters of students, each representing specific behaviour ranging from only starting to fully completing the course. Process mining techniques show that successful students exhibit a more steady learning behaviour. However, this behaviour is much more related to actually watching videos than to the timing of activities. The results offer guidance for teachers.
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Introduction

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) (McAuley, Stewart, Siemens, & Cormier, 2010) are usually built in a structured way from modules containing video lectures, quizzes, and discussion forums (Lackner, Kopp, & Ebner, 2014). Collecting and storing all online behaviour in MOOCs results in large amounts of data. Using these “digital traces” (Gillani & Eynon, 2014) about learners and their context to understand and optimize learning and teaching, is known as Learning Analytics (LA; Siemens & Baker, 2012). In the last few years, efforts have been made to relate LA explicitly to learning processes and learning theories (Buckingham Shum & Ferguson, 2012). The focus on enforcing and stimulating learning processes rather than on collecting and analysing large amounts of data, leads to a call for more personal and learner-centric LA (Buckingham Shum & Ferguson, 2012).

This paper explores patterns in students’ learning behaviour and learning progress in a MOOC by looking at activity sequences. Learning behaviour in the context of MOOCs refers to how, when, and in what order students watch videos and process other MOOC resources; and when and in what order they make quizzes and assignments. Learning progress consists of results of these efforts in pass or fail of quizzes and in final results of the MOOC or course. The aim of this paper is to describe and explain sequences of learning behaviour, with the purpose of finding indicators for improving the quality of teaching and learning. We intend to increase understandings of how passing and failing students distribute their activities differently along course weeks rather than predict students’ grades from their activities. We are looking for learning process models that represent the sequence of students’ interactions with MOOC resources in relation to learning progress.

To investigate students’ engagement with videos and quizzes, we formulated the following question: What patterns can be found in students’ learning behaviour in a MOOC? We answer this question with an exploratory sequence analysis using Process Mining (PM) and hierarchical clustering as methods. Understanding these patterns helps to figure out which students are on a path to passing the course as well as supporting course design for MOOCs. Facts and details about patterns in learning behaviour offer useful tips for students to improve both their learning behaviour and their progress while they follow a MOOC. Furthermore, it can support teachers to make teaching more personal and learner-centric.

Background and Related Work

The fast-developing context of research on LA and MOOCs shows a variety of emerging themes (e.g., Peña-Ayala, 2018; Veletsianos & Shepherdson, 2016) such as MOOC design (Watson et al., 2016), student subpopulations (Kizilcec, Piech, & Schneider, 2013), or student motivation (Koller, Ng, Chuong, & Zhenghao, 2013). However, despite existing research on MOOC design (Watson et al., 2016), it appears that many MOOCs are developed without applying basic instructional design principles (Margaryan, Bianco, & Littlejohn, 2015) as formulated by Reigeluth (2016), for instance.

Furthermore, the “funnel of participation” described as going from awareness to registration, activity, progress, and for some learners, even completion (Clow, 2013), leads to attention toward student dropout (e.g., Kahan, Soffer, & Nachmias, 2017). High dropout numbers are a concern for MOOC providers and educational institutions. Dropout is studied, for instance, by investigating reasons why people are not able to reach their intended goals (Henderikx, Kreijns, & Kalz, 2017). Looking at
behaviour in retrospect helps to cluster students according to actions; and offers insight in how to support future students and avoid dropout.

To successfully obtain personal learning goals in a MOOC (Conijn, Van den Beemt, & Cuijpers, 2018), students need to regulate their learning more compared to traditional, face-to-face education (Hew & Cheung, 2014; Winne & Baker, 2013). Research from the perspective of self-regulated learning (Winne & Hadwin, 1998) indicates that successful MOOC students have high beliefs in their ability to complete academic tasks, and that previous MOOC experiences increase this self-efficacy (Lee, Watson, & Watson, 2019). Furthermore, successful MOOC students are reported to show more self-regulating activities that support them in actively constructing knowledge compared to failing students (Bannert, Reimann, & Sonnenberg, 2014).

Actively constructing knowledge relates to perspectives on learning such as constructivism (e.g., Bruner, 1996). According to constructivist theories, teachers should elicit students’ prior conceptions on the topic taught and create a cognitive conflict in students’ minds. This conflict confronts students with new phenomena or knowledge; or with conceptions of others (Bächhold, 2013). Science and engineering education literature distinguishes two kinds of constructivism (Loyens & Gijbels, 2008): personal constructivism (PC) or cognitive constructivism, and social constructivism (SC). In this distinction, PC focuses on individual learners; SC focuses on the social relations between teacher and student, or between students. PC considers the process of knowledge construction to be primarily based on interaction between student and learning materials. Both kinds of constructivism are considered complementary because students need guidance in developing an understanding of concepts (PC) before they can incorporate these concepts in other contexts (SC).

In MOOC context, PC activities include replaying videos and watching large(r) proportions of videos, which positively correlates with finishing a course (Sinha, Jermann, Li, & Dillenbourg, 2014). This leads to attention for sequences of student activities, aiming at predictions of student performance or increase of pedagogical quality of MOOCs (see Pena-Ayala, 2017), amongst others. Research analysing sequences of activities indicated that switching assignments, i.e., completing them in an order different from the course content, increases course failure (Kennedy, Coffrin, & De Barba, 2015). Furthermore, Wen and Rosé (2014) describe a case study where passing students showed a bump in engaging with lectures and assignments in the second half of the term, yet where failing students continued at a moderate pace.

Determining patterns from sequences of activities in MOOCs is becoming common to get a better understanding of underlying educational processes (Maldonado-Mahaud, Pérez-Sanagustín, Kizilcec, Morales, & Munoz-Gama, 2018). However, most of the traditional data-mining techniques focus on data dependencies, single events, or simple patterns (Bogarín, Cerezo, & Romero, 2018). This kind of research does not focus on the process as a whole and does not offer clear visual representations of overall learning processes (Trcka, Pechenizkiy, & Van der Aalst, 2011). PM is a robust method that supports the discovery of process models representing sequences of interactions between students and learning materials (Van der Aalst, 2016).

PM applied to raw educational data, with a process-centric approach and focus on sequences of events, is coined Educational Process Mining (EPM, Bogarín, Cerezo, & Romero, 2018). Research in this nascent field often combines PM with clustering techniques, for instance, to identify interaction
sequence patterns and groups of students (Emond & Buffett, 2015), or to optimise comprehensibility of the model obtained (Bogarin et al., 2018). Results of this kind of research show, for instance, that better-graded students have more effortful cognitive activities and use more varied learning strategies in the process of problem solving (Vahdat, Oneto, Anguita, Funk, & Rauterberg, 2015).

Maldonado-Mahauad and colleagues (2018), applying PM from the SRL-perspective, identified three clusters of learners: 1) comprehensive learners, who follow the sequential structure of the materials; 2) targeting learners, who strategically engage with specific course content to pass the assessments; 3) sampling learners, who exhibit more erratic and less goal-oriented behaviour, and underperform compared to the other clusters.

Analysing weekly engagement trajectories of students, Kizilcec, Piech, & Schneider (2013) found four types of learning behaviour:

1) **Completing**: students who at least attempted and completed the majority of assessments in the course,

2) **Auditing**: students who engaged by watching videos rather than assessments,

3) **Disengaging**: students who started off well with assessments but then showed a decrease in engagement generally in the first third of the course, and

4) **Sampling**: students who watched videos for only one or two periods, and then disappeared.

### Approach and Added Value

Applying a data-driven approach, we looked at learning behaviour in retrospect to find patterns in knowledge construction resulting from interactions between student and course materials. We focused on sequences of watching videos and submitting quizzes, because interactions between student and medium are considered conceptualisations of higher-order thinking eventually leading to knowledge construction (Chi, 2000). This kind of data-driven approach suits both PM as explorative method, and PC as perspective; and lets us focus on the two variables of watching videos and submitting quizzes with a projection over time. Creating this projection should support teachers and students to improve learning and teaching rather than be a goal per se. The combination of PM and statistics is intended to visualize previously invisible learning processes.

We perceive MOOCs as a step in the development of online learning materials and pedagogies (Bali, 2014); this study is an exploration of how to support learning processes and pedagogies with data from the use of online learning materials. Further, this study is a step from descriptive LA towards explanatory LA (Brooks & Thompson, 2017) by offering a view of loopbacks, deviations, and bottlenecks; including quiz submission behaviour.

### Methods
**Case Study Descriptives**

This study considered student data from the MOOC *Process mining: Data Science in action*, which has been running on Coursera since November 2014. The MOOC consisted of six modules, each counting up to nine videos. Videos were 15 to 27 minutes long, averaging 20 minutes per video. Each module ended with a weekly quiz, and the course concluded with a final quiz. Students that aimed for a “certificate with honour” needed to take a tool quiz (tutorial-style quiz to make them familiar with the tools used); and a peer assignment that asked them to analyse a real-world dataset as well as mimic writing a report by answering several questions. Each new module started one week after the previous, but the weekly quiz could not be submitted until two weeks after the start, to provide students some time to catch-up if needed. Because of a holiday period halfway through the term, the total run time of the MOOC counted 8 weeks. Table 1 shows details about students'and success rates.

Table 1

*Global Statistics for the First Run of the MOOC Process Mining: Data Science in Action*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start date</th>
<th>Nov. 14, 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registered</td>
<td>42,480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visited course page</td>
<td>29,209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watched a lecture</td>
<td>16,224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browsed forums</td>
<td>5,845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submitted an exercise</td>
<td>5,798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificates (course/distinction)</td>
<td>1,662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course certificate</td>
<td>1,019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction certificate</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End date</td>
<td>Jan. 8, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Statistics were taken from the Coursera course dashboard, except for the “Watched a lecture”; and the final 3 certificate statistics, which were taken from the extracted dataset.

Analysis of learning behaviour was pursued through the stream of click events generated by students on the MOOC's content pages. A “clickstream” is defined as the trail students leave as they browse through video lectures or when they submit quizzes. Learning progress was measured by students’ quiz results, final grades, and the type of certificate they get awarded after completing the course (Course Certificate for achieving a grade of 60 or better, or Distinction Certificate for achieving a grade of 90 or better) as well as whether they were on signature track, which means they paid for the course.

**Process Mining**

PM combines data mining and business process analysis; providing algorithms, tools, and techniques to analyse event data, consisting of traces of observed actions (Van der Aalst, 2016). PM offers three main types of analysis: process discovery, conformance checking, and enhancement (Van der Aalst, 2016). Discovery techniques learn a process model from the provided event log data. Conformance checking attempts to verify conformity of the data to a predefined model and identify deviations, if any; while enhancement provides for models to be improved based on the data in the event logs (Van der Aalst, 2016). Additionally, PM provides techniques and visualizations to further explore and analyse the event log data.
Event Logs

PM needs an event log with student behaviour data. Table 2 shows the minimal columns (case, activity, and timestamp) required as input for PM. PM distinguishes between cases that are following a process. In this paper, each student participating in the MOOC was a case, identified by the field “Student ID”. Each student left a trace of observed actions, or events. Each event had (at least) an action that was performed, and a date and time at which it was performed. In Table 2, the lecture watched is the activity, and the timestamp is the time at which the lecture was opened.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student ID</th>
<th>Lecture Date Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>123456789</td>
<td>Lecture 1.1 2016-01-01 10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132456789</td>
<td>Lecture 1.2 2016-01-01 11:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132456789</td>
<td>Lecture 1.3 2016-01-01 12:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>987654321</td>
<td>Lecture 6.2 2016-01-01 02:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>987654321</td>
<td>Lecture 3.4 2016-01-08 22:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>987654321</td>
<td>Lecture 1.3 2016-01-22 15:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The event log was constructed using the Coursera data, as shown in Figure 1. For each user, the clickstream is extracted, focusing on lecture watching and quiz results. Note that no in-video action information (e.g., pausing, resuming, in-video quiz interaction) was recorded.

![Event Log Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.** Generalized overview of Coursera data used.

Event Log Description

The extracted event log contains 16,224 students. Students that had no activity observed, belonged to the teaching or Coursera teams, or for which the obtained certificate was not recorded correctly were filtered out. For these students a total of 285,036 events were recorded within the timespan from
November 12, 2014 to January 31, 2015. Events were recorded for each of the 50 lectures, for the submission of weekly quizzes, tool quiz, final quiz, and the two introductory lectures. Figure 2 shows the number of recorded events per activity (e.g., lecture, quiz), sorted by the expected learning sequence. The first “real” lecture is the best-watched item, after which the view counts per video decreases over the course of the MOOC. The weekly quizzes were submitted more often than the average number of times a lecture had been watched in that week, which means that students often made multiple efforts for a quiz.

![Figure 2. Number of recorded events per activity (e.g., lecture, quiz; sorted by order of expected execution). X-axis items show alternating materials; bars show all consecutive materials.](image)

In Figure 3, the time of execution of the events is visualized using a dotted chart (Song & Van der Aalst, 2007). In a dotted chart, each recorded event is presented as a dot, where each row contain all events of a student; time is recorded on the x-axis. Colour indicates the activity, similar to the x-axis of Figure 2 (e.g., Lecture 1.1, Quiz Week 6). Each dot in the dotted chart of Figure 3 thus represents an observed event for one student, at a particular time. The vertical coloured bars in Figure 3 indicate the weekly rhythm of activities. The arch shows the first activity of students, ordered along the timeline. The density of the dots indicates overall student activity.
Figure 3. Dotted chart showing the events in the event log over time.

Process Model Discovery

Based on the event data, a process model can be discovered that describes the relation between observed activities, in our case, watching video lectures and submitting quizzes. We focus on the quiz submission process, because including all 60 possible activities would make the process model unreadable. Error! Reference source not found. and 5 show the process models that are discovered when considering quiz submission events, split over students that did not obtain a certificate compared to those that did obtain a certificate. Orders of activities followed by large numbers of students would be visualized in the model as sequences of activities, connected by arrows. Because the model immediately starts with a + sign, indicating parallel execution of the branches, it can be concluded that no clear ordered pattern could be found. The numbers in the model represent numbers of students following a specific path through the model. The ordering from top to bottom has no hierarchical meaning, as all branches are executed in parallel, and is the result of the software package drawing the model.
Conformance Alignments and Learning Behaviour

PM offers techniques to analyse event data in relation to the process model. Conformance checking techniques can verify the conformance of event data on a given process model (Van der Aalst, Adriansyah, & Van Dongen, 2012). In our setting, we can create a normative process model that
describes the ideal sequential study behaviour, i.e., starting at lecture 1, then 2, etc. Then, conformance checking can be applied to compare the actual behaviour with the ideal sequential behaviour.

Alignment-based conformance checking results in an optimal alignment of the observed behaviour of a student, as seen in the event log, and a possible execution of the process model.

Table 3 shows an example of such an alignment between the observed trace <Lect 1.1, Lect 1.2, Lect 1.6, Lect 1.4> and a possible run of the process model <Lect 1.1, Lect 1.2, Lect 1.3, Lect 1.4, Lect 1.5, Lect 1.6>. An alignment consists of a sequence of moves. Each move is either an activity recorded in the trace (but not executed in the model; move on log only), an activity that was executed by the process model but that did not occur in reality (move on model only), or a combination of both model and event log (synchronous move).

Table 3

Example of an Alignment Calculated between an Observed Trace and an Expected Sequence From the Process Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Lect 1.1</th>
<th>Lect 1.2</th>
<th>Lect 1.6</th>
<th>&gt;&gt;</th>
<th>Lect 1.4</th>
<th>&gt;&gt;</th>
<th>Lect 1.5</th>
<th>Lect 1.6</th>
<th>&gt;&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Lect 1.1</td>
<td>Lect 1.2</td>
<td>&gt;&gt;</td>
<td>Lect 1.3</td>
<td>Lect 1.4</td>
<td>Lect 1.5</td>
<td>Lect 1.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move type</td>
<td>Synchronous move</td>
<td>Move on Log only</td>
<td>Move on model only</td>
<td>Synchronous move</td>
<td>Move on model only</td>
<td>Move on Log only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch type</td>
<td>Watched regularly</td>
<td>Watched early</td>
<td>Not watched</td>
<td>Watched regularly</td>
<td>Not watched</td>
<td>Watched early</td>
<td>Watched late</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the order information, videos can be assigned any of these labels: Watched Early, Watched Regularly, Watched Late, New or Not Watched (bottom row)

Table 3). By aggregating these labels, student behaviour and level of commitment in the MOOC can be defined; providing insights regarding PC. These labels were used to perform cluster analysis.

Cluster and Means Analysis

To explore a pattern of related watching behaviour among MOOC users, cluster analysis on the cases was applied. The independent variables consisted of mean scores of watching videos per week. Because there was no a priori classification scheme, hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis was applied instead of discriminant or assignment methods (Everitt, Landau, Leese, & Stahl, 2011). To minimize the variance within clusters, Ward’s method was applied with squared Euclidian distance. However, because this measure is affected by variables with large size or dispersion differences, z-scores were applied as well. Within each cluster mean scores were computed for watching behaviour per week and for quiz scores.

Results

46
For each respondent included in the analysis, at least one video watching instant was available. The general image of student activities (Figure 3) shows a weekly rhythm, but also late entrance of some students, sometimes even after all deadlines had passed. It also appears from Figure 3 that the overall activity of students decreased during the run of the MOOC. However, some students who started early on, still showed observed activity after all the deadlines had passed.

Our data showed that certificate students did not necessarily exhibit structured learning behaviour (Figure 4). Non-certificate students showed even less structured behaviour with some quiz submissions being skipped. Similar results were found for video watching, where non-certificate students skipped many videos, and certificate students did so in the last few weeks of the course.

Cluster analysis resulted in four clusters describing types of learning behaviour (see Table 4). Different cluster solutions did not result in comprehensive groupings of MOOC students in relation to the weekly mean scores of watching videos. Cluster 1 (N = 11,875; 73.2%) represents students who enrolled in the course yet quickly dropped off. Cluster 4 (N = 1,293; 8.0%) represents students who enrolled and showed, on average, steady learning behaviour and progress, resulting in high pass rates. Cluster 2 (N = 1,795; 11.1%) represents students who enrolled, did an attempt to watch videos and submit quizzes, yet failed to continue their learning behaviour. Cluster 3 (N = 1,261; 7.8%) represents students who enrolled and did a serious attempt to watch videos and submit quizzes, yet often failed to continue their learning behaviour as well, albeit at a later stage during the course. The difference between clusters 2 and 3 was also found in the achievement levels that show, for cluster 3, an increase in Course Certificate and Distinction Certificate level. The small percentage of passing students in clusters 1 and 2 represents learning behaviour that resembles failing students’ sequences of activities, yet turns out to be successful.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Size and Achievement Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Learning Behaviour and Learning Progress Within Each Cluster

The four clusters were compared for differences between mean scores on video watching, quiz submission; and mean scores for weekly quiz results (see Table 5 and Table 6). To compute mean scores on video watching and quiz submission, timestamps were translated into a 4-point scale. Video watching was computed as an average per student per week and subsequently for each cluster per week. Quiz submission and scores were computed as an average for each cluster per quiz. Members of cluster 1, on average, never watched videos regularly or early, nor submitted quizzes on time, and passed no single quiz. Some students in this cluster started watching videos and made an effort for the quizzes;
however, they dropped off massively after week 1. Cluster 2, on average, started watching late, and increasingly procrastinated watching videos and submitting quizzes. Quiz scores (see Table 6) for cluster 2 start off reasonably well, with many students passing at least the first quiz. However, results soared rapidly after quiz 2. Cluster 3, on average, also started watching late, however, students in this cluster prolonged their watching behaviour further, and made a greater effort to submit quizzes throughout the course. This cluster shows better average results up to week 3. Cluster 4 showed steady watching behaviour, although most videos on average were watched at a rather late point in time. The standard deviation (SD) of cluster 4 shows a wider dispersion of watching behaviour and quiz submission towards the end of the course, indicating less coherence in this cluster. Watching videos late, and submitting quizzes non-ordered however, did not negatively influence quiz results because cluster 4 shows, on average, steady quiz results; leading to passing the Tool Quiz and Final Quiz and eventually passing the complete course.

Table 5

*Mean Video Watching Scores and Quiz Submission Scores (and SD) per Week*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Video watching</th>
<th>Quiz submission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week1</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week2</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Scores on 4-point scale; 0 = not watched/submitted, 1 = watched/submitted late, 2 = watched/submitted regularly, 3 = watched/submitted early.
Table 6

Mean (and SD) Quiz Scores and Grades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz1</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz2</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz3</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz4</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz5</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz6</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool quiz</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final quiz</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction grade</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>12.70</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>15.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course grade</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>16.98</td>
<td>12.13</td>
<td>20.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* The maximum score for the week quizzes is 5 points, 10 for the tool quiz and 20 for the final quiz. The course and distinction grades are on a scale between 0 and 100.

**Cluster Analysis by Activity Frequency**

6 shows how often each video or quiz was accessed, split per cluster. This basic analysis suggests that students in cluster 1 mainly accessed materials in week 1. Cluster 2 students also mainly accessed materials in week 1 and 2, but submitted quizzes after week 2 as well. Cluster 3 students seemed to be active until week 3, sometimes week 4, but afterwards showed less activity, except for quizzes. Students in cluster 4 showed activity throughout the whole course.
Figure 6. Activity frequency counts split per cluster.

Cluster Analysis Using Dotted Charts

The dotted chart visualization shows for cluster 1 (Figure 7) three types of students: those that started before the deadline of week 1, students that only have observations between the week 1 and 6 deadlines, and those students that started after the week 1 deadline but continued after the week 6 deadline still.

Figure 8 (cluster 2), indicates that more students started before deadlines, and fewer after. Students in cluster 2 also have, on average, 18 activities observed, indicating they were also more active. Figure 9 shows that, in cluster 3, even more students started before deadlines. This cluster represents students with on average 53 observed activities. Figure 10 shows for cluster 4 a pattern resembling cluster 3. Cluster 4 contains students with on average 98 observed activities.

The differences in density indicate that students in cluster 1 watched the least videos of all clusters. However, the colours show that mainly videos from the first module were watched. Each cluster shows a more dense distribution of dots, indicating that not only more videos were watched, but also closer after another. Furthermore, cluster 3, and especially cluster 4, have very little observed activity after the final course deadline.
Figure 7. Video watching trends for cluster 1.

Figure 8. Video watching trends for cluster 2.
**Process Models Discovered per Cluster**

Guided by the clusters, the quiz submission process can be discovered. Figure 11 shows this process for cluster 1. The process model starts with submission of quiz 1, which was observed 932 times for 1127 students. Increasingly more students skipped the submission of other weeks (from 807 students not
submitting the week 2 quiz, to 1,101 students not submitting the quiz for week 6). Furthermore, the position of the final quiz – in-between quiz week 2, and quiz week 3 - is interesting with 246 students who tried it (less than the number of students attempting quizzes for week 3 or later).

Students in cluster 2 (Figure 12) submitted quizzes in a rather random fashion, with rapidly dropping submission numbers. The quiz for week 1 was submitted by 2,560 students out of 2,645; 687 students attempted the quiz for week 6; 643 students tried the final quiz. The quiz submission for cluster 3 (Figure 13) shows that the quizzes for weeks 1 and 2 are ordered, but during the course the quizzes were submitted without a clear order. Out of 894 students, 343 students submitted the week 6 quiz, while 318 submitted the final quiz. 14 shows the behaviour of cluster 4 regarding quiz submissions. Of the 1130 students, most submitted all week quizzes and the final quiz (1,033), while the tool quiz was only submitted by 725 students. The order of quizzes, however, was not very structured after week 1.

*Figure 11. Quiz submission process model for cluster 1.*

*Figure 12. Quiz submission process model for cluster 2.*
Discussion

To answer our research question, the results of cluster analysis in relation to learning behaviour indicate that regularly watching successive videos in batches leads to the best learning outcome. However, the results indicate that this behaviour is much more related to the order of watching videos than to the actual timing. This procrastinating behaviour is also found in other studies (e.g., Wen & Rosé, 2014). Passing a course obviously requires good quiz scores. However, the results do not confirm that refraining from “assignment switching” (Kennedy et al., 2015) leads to better results. Regarding quiz submission behaviour, both non-certificate students and certificate students showed irregular patterns, with non-certificate students more often skipping quizzes.

Students in cluster 1, represent the top part of the “funnel of participation” (Clow, 2013), because they were aware, had registered, had watched one or two videos, and then dropped off. Putting teacher effort into students of cluster 1 would result in little effect. The few students in this cluster who made quizzes, did this in a relatively ordered way. Following Kizilec and colleagues (2013), and Madonado-Ahauad and colleagues (2018), these students can be labelled as “Samplers.”

Cluster 2 students enrolled, made an effort, and then dropped off. A large number of these students submitted quizzes, but in a rather random order. Learning results soared rapidly from the second week on. This cluster had a large group of students that started early and dropped off gradually before the
end of the course, and a smaller group that started late and then gradually dropped off. This cluster can be labelled “Disengagers,” in line with Kızılce and colleagues (2013). Because these students passed at least the first quiz, they showed a certain level of understanding of the course topic. Therefore, giving them support in active knowledge construction could be beneficial.

Students in cluster 3 made a serious effort, however appeared to fail halfway through the course and onwards. They started watching videos late, but showed a more steady learning behaviour and continued to submit quizzes, on average, with better quiz results compared to cluster 2. However, the patterns of video watching and quiz submission were disordered after week 2, with quickly dropping submission numbers. Their behaviour looks like “Targeting” (Madenado-Ahauad et al., 2018), but our students often appeared unable to successfully complete the course. Interpreting this behaviour from perspectives such as the behaviour intention theory might shed light on student motives for enrolling and dropping off (Henderikx et al., 2017; Yang & Su, 2017). clusters 2 and 3 appear to be nuances of the disengaging learners (Kızılce et al., 2013), with cluster 3 showing somewhat more ordered learning behaviour, and better learning results. Cluster 3 represents a serious endeavour and can be labelled “Venturers.” To decrease chances of failure, these students might benefit from guidance focused on personal learning goals (Conijn et al., 2018) and Self Regulated Learning (SRL) (Hew & Cheung, 2014), because their first quiz results suggest sufficient capacities to complete the course. Analyzing their progress through the stages of self-regulated learning could clarify how their goals were defined and might also shed light on how these changed according to their progress (Winne & Baker, 2013). Specific support in submitting quizzes regularly or early might improve their results.

Cluster 4 consists of students who showed high pass rates. They watched videos late, but steadily in batches of related videos and in course order. Towards the end of the course, less coherence was found in both watching and quiz submission. These are Madonado-Ahauad’s (2018) comprehensive learners, and Kızılce’s (2013) completing learners; however, our students appeared to work increasingly disordered as time progressed. We labelled cluster 4 “Accomplishers” to reflect success with an effort. These students watched fewer videos in the final stage of the course, because they were at that time submitting and repeating quizzes, which might also be a cue for teacher guidance. Because they passed the course, these students showed the best self-regulating learning behaviour (Bannert et al., 2014).

Although cluster 4 has the largest number of passing students, teacher’s efforts might still be beneficial. Students in this cluster tried hard, yet could still improve their learning progress by focusing on less varied learning strategies (Vahdat et al., 2015). Furthermore, most rows in the dotted chart of cluster 4 end with purple dots, indicating activities in week 6. This suggests that most people made it to week 6 (irrespective of whether they obtained a certificate or not). This is also visible in the process models discovered for the four clusters.

Looking at learning behaviour within clusters and between clusters can inform teachers about locations for possible improvements in course materials and support for specific students. For instance, quiz results for clusters 2 and 3 in week 2 and 3 show remarkable differences. This can be compared with information about watching behaviour in those weeks, to find possible experienced difficulties in the materials. With added data such as whether in-video quizzes were passed on a first attempt, or whether videos were repeatedly watched, these analyses can be refined in future research.
Conclusion

Process mining, combined with traditional statistics, applied from a perspective of personal constructivism showed a fruitful approach to investigate learning behaviour and learning progress in MOOCs. It can be used to describe over time how student activities are ordered into patterns and to what results these sequences lead. This description in turn can inform teachers to improve course (re)design, and to support them in engaging students in the course. With an understanding of sequences of learning activities of groups of students, teachers can evaluate the content and the order of lectures and videos within a certain lecture. However, although analysing patterns can show where improvements in course materials are needed, pedagogical knowledge is necessary to indicate how to improve these materials.

This study knows limitations that also can serve as starting point for future research. First, our study was limited by distal data about video watching timings and order, and quiz submission and results. Additional proximal data about, for instance, personal learning goals help to better understand the 4 clusters and underlying motivations. Personal learning goals could be measured with a pre-questionnaire (Henderikx et al., 2017) or during the MOOC, given that learning objectives might change over time. With personal learning goals specified, it could be determined how these goals influence the behaviour in MOOCs, which in turn can be used for more personalized improvements and student support.

Access to learning analytics data is usually restricted to teachers or management. With access to their own data, students can evaluate their learning process, which in turn supports self-directed learning and self-efficacy. This study suggests that LA can provide critical insights related to students’ overall learning behaviour and its impact on performance.

Further research should focus on early detection of clusters of students based on their learning behaviour, combined with, for instance, personal learning goals. The purpose would be to replicate in other MOOCs the drop-off patterns found here, and to examine which effort is needed to keep cluster 2, and especially cluster 3 students on board. Furthermore, future research could also offer a better understanding of how students can be engaged in the course, with the purpose to increase a MOOC’s success rate. Ideally, in educational research, these types of analysis are accompanied by controlling for background characteristics such as age, gender, level of knowledge, or motivation. This is also a consideration for future research for which process mining techniques provide a solid base.
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